
Rebuttal to NRC Responses to the March 9, 1997, Report Entitled 

"An Independent Critique of Containment Loads Modeling Used in the 
Direct Containment Heating (DCH) Issue Resolution Effort" 

Background 

In August of 1992, the NRC initiated an effort to 'resolve' the DCH issue, with Sandia 
National Laboratories as the lead laboratory. As this work proceeded, I and some of 
my colleagues at Sandia became dissatisfied with the models that were being used to 
estimate containment loads resulting from DCH, and were especially dissatisfied with 
what we believed to be a serious understatement of the uncertainties involved in this 
loads modeling. We considered the responses to these concerns to be very 
inadequate and, as a result, I prepared a report entitled 'An Independent Critique of 
Containment Loads Modeling Used in the Direct Containment Heating (DCH) Issue 
Resolution Effort.' This report, henceforth referred to as Ref. 1, was only intended to 
present evidence for the technical inadequacies of the DCH modeling; however, it did 
include brief allusions to what I considered to be the unsatisfactory manner in which our 
criticisms had been dismissed. The NRC chose to respond to both the technical issues 
and the concerns about the processes used in the DCH Issue Resolution effort by 
treating them as an "allegation' (identified as Allegation No. NRR-1997-A-0063). Since 
Ref. 1 provided detailed information on the technical issues only, I provided the NRC 
with additional information concerning the process irregularities, primarily in a letter with 
attachments dated 6/22/97 to Mr. Wayne Hodges.  

In a letter dated February 2, 1999, Mr. Ashok Thadani, Director of the Office of Nuclear 
Regulatory Research (ONRR), summarized the NRC response to my concerns. A more 
detailed point-by-point response prepared by Mr. Wayne Hodges, then Director of the 
Division of Systems Technology, was enclosed with Mr. Thadani's letter. Since I do not 
consider the responses to the technical issues raised to be at all adequate, I am 
preparing the present document as a rebuttal. I also comment on the responses to the 
concerns raised about the process used in the DCH Issue Resolution effort; however, I 
found the NRC response to these issues to be more neady satisfactory than the 
responses to the technical issues. In particular, Mr. Thadani's letter outlined steps that 
are being taken to prevent recurrence of this type of difficulty in the future; if these 
procedures are implemented faithfully by the NRC and its contractors, I believe they will 
succeed in preventing similar occurrences.  

In what follows, my rebuttal is divided into three sections. The first comments on Mr.  
Thadani's letter, the second provides general comments on Mr. Hodges detailed 
responses, and the third section provides point-by-point comments on the detailed 
responses.

Comments on Mr. Thadani's Letter of Feb. 2,1999.



1. In Paragraph 1, it is stated that Mr. Wayne Hodges was asked to "conduct an 
independent review of [my] concerns.' However, DCH Issue Resolution was a 
major project of the Division of Systems Technology, of which Mr. Hodges was 
then the Director, he was also Director at the time much (though not all) of the 
DCH Issue Resolution work was carried out. This raises the question as to 
whether his review can be considered fully independent". I wish to emphasize 
that I am not questioning the integrity or competence of Mr. Hodges. I am simply 
noting the generally-accepted principle that, when an issue becomes as 
intensely controversial as DCH Issue Resolution became, someone with a deep 
institutional and perhaps personal stake in one side of the controversy can find it 
very difficult to perform a fully objective evaluation of the issues raised by the 
other side of the controversy.  

2. The second paragraph of Mr. Thadani's letter indicates, in brief, that my technical 
concerns either (1) could not be substantiated, or (2) were adequately addressed 
by subsequent work reported in 'The Probability of Containment Failure by Direct 
Containment Heating in Zion," NUREG/CR-6075, Supplement 1, or (3) the 
deficiency would have negligible impact; hence Mr. Thadani did not intend to 
take any further action with respect to my technical concerns. Many of the 
rebuttal comments given below bear on these issues; here I will only state that 
Ref. 1 took into account the refinements referred to in Supplement 1 of 
NUREG/CR-6075 and also took into account information provided in the 
subsequent reports NUREG/CR-61 09 (DCH in the Surry plant) and NUREG/CR
6338 (DCH in all Westinghouse plants other than ice-condenser plants).  

3. The third paragraph acknowledged that at least some validity to the concerns I 
and others had expressed relating to the process used by Sandia and the NRC 
to deal with the technical issues we had raised; the fourth paragraph 
summarized revisions to "RES Office Letter No. 2A" being made in order to 
assure that any such concerns raised about technical safety-related issues in the 
future will be fully aired and resolved in a timely manner. I believe the revised 
RES Office Letter No. 2A will do much to prevent a recurrence of this problem in 
the future, provided the spirit and the letter of the revised Office Letter 2A are 
faithfully implemented by the NRC and its contractors. Hence I believe attention 
should now be focussed on the remaining technical issues.  

4. The fifth paragraph deals with the question of whether my report SAND-94-1174 
(henceforth referred to as Ref. 2) should have been "published as a NUREG', 
and my belief that publication was denied primarily because the results obtained 
were in conflict with basic phenomenological modeling assumptions used in DCH 
resolution. This report described detailed analyses of the DCH experimental 
data base using the CONTAIN code. Actually, publication as a NUREG was 
never sought and was never an issue, as we fully recognized that the NRC 
chooses to publish only a limited fraction of all contractor reports as NUREGs or 
NUREG/CRs, and the NRC's choice in this context was never disputed.



Permission was only sought to publish it as a Sandia (SAND) report. The 
distinction is important because it is rare for the NRC to deny Sandia permission 
to publish technical work in the form of a contractor (not NUREG/CR) report, 
especially when the Sandia Project Manager, the Sandia Department Manager, 
and the NRC Program Monitor for the project all supported publication, as was 
the case here.  

Justifications cited for not publishing were that Mr. Tinkler believed the report 
needed 'more extensive peer review" and that there was need for 'better 
justification of the modeling assumptions'; and that the 'DCH resolution model is 
technically adequate" and hence that 'the benefits of publishing the CONTAIN 
DCH model results are not clear to [Thadani].' In reality, SAND reports are 
normally subject to internal peer review only and this report received more 
internal peer review than most such reports; Mr. Tinkler gave no reasons why the 
extensive justifications of the modeling assumptions given in the report was 
"inadequate" or what could and should have been done to improve these 
justifications. As for whether the DCH resolution model is "technically adequate', 
that is the basic question at issue here, and citing the model's 'adequacy, as 
justification for not publishing information indicating that the model is not 
adequate would seem to be an exercise in circular reasoning at best.  

In this context, it is highly relevant to note certain passages in Section 6.1 
('Contractor Reports, NUREG/CRs') of 'RES Office Letter No. 6, Revision 1 
Implementing Research Projects' issued on November 26, 1993, by Eric 
Beckjord, then Director of ONRR. This section starts by stating that "It is rare 
when research does not lead to a contractor report.' This same paragraph also 
states that "While RES has responsibility for setting the scope, conduct or 
methodology, and objectives of research, there should be no interference with 
the contractor presenting his judgment as to the nature and interpretation of the 
research results" (emphasis supplied). The text continues to note that "Not 
every contractor report is published as a NUREG/CR ...', explicitly making the 
distinction between contractor reports and NUREG/CRs that was noted above. It 
is therefore clear that refusal to publish a contractor report is at best "rare' and it 
must be even "rarer, if not unprecedented, to refuse publication of a report when 
the relevant contractor Project Manager and Department Manager and the NRC 
Program Monitor had all endorsed publication. Since the only thing special 
about this case was that certain findings conflicted with the modeling 
assumptions used in the highly-touted DCH Issue Resolution program, it is very 
difficult to avoid the conclusion that this conflict was indeed the reason for 
denying publication. Preventing publication because of the nature of the results 
obtained would seem to be an extreme case of "interference with the contractor 
presenting his judgment as to the nature and interpretation of the research 
results.'

General Comments on Wayne Hodges' Responses



1. A recurrent theme in Mr. Hodges' responses to my technical concerns is that the 
issues involved were considered by the DCH Issue Resolution Peer Review and 
judged to be satisfactorily addressed by the time the Issue Resolution work was 
completed. It is also stated that the concerns that I and other contractor staff 
had raised were forwarded to the peer reviewers and considered to be 
satisfactorily resolved in NUREG/CR-6075 Supplement 1 or the subsequent 
reports. In reality, the comments forwarded to the peer reviewers were those 
included in the memo dated 7/30/93. Most of the issues and/or the supporting 
information, discussed in Ref. 1 were only identified after 7/30/93 and therefore 
are not included in that memo. In particular, the most important single issue was 
the conflict between the results of the CONTAIN analyses of the DCH 
experiments (described in detail in Ref. 2) and the phenomenological 
assumptions used in the DCH Issue Resolution models. These analyses only 
began in August of 1993 and continued into early 1994; obviously, these results 
could not be included in the 7/30/93 memorandum. To the best of my 
knowledge, none of my requests to provide the peer reviewers with this or other 
information developed after 7/30/93 were honored. Sandia and NRC 
management have sometimes indicated that the peer reviewers were provided 
with this information; however, my requests to be given copies of whatever was 
provided to the peer reviewers have either not been answered or answered by 
reiterating that the 7/30/93 memo was provided to the peer review. Hence the 
claim that these issues were considered by the Peer Review is partially or totally 
invalid.  

More generally, there is a strong tendency to state that an issue was considered 
by the Peer Review because the Peer Review considered a number of aspects 
of some general subject (e.g., hydrogen combustion, scaling, TCE physics), 
without regard for whether the Peer Review actually did consider the specific 
evidence and issues identified in Ref. 1. As noted above, in many instances this 
specific evidence was not available to the Peer Review.  

A closely related fault in the responses is that they repeatedly assert that issues 
raised in Ref. 1 were "mooted" or otherwise addressed by subsequent work, 
usually the additional work described in the NUREG/CR-6075 Supplement 1.  
This claim is also false: since most of the evidence presented in Ref. 1 was not 
made available to the Peer Review which guided the additional work described in 
Supplement 1, the Supplement generally does not address or even mention the 
dominant issues raised in Ref. 1. This includes the important conflict between 
the CONTAIN analyses and TCE modeling assumptions noted above.  

2. In some cases, the response indicates that the concern raised in Ref. 1 may be 
partially or totally valid, but that it would not have a significant effect upon the 

*Some issues discussed in Ref. I were also touched upon in the 7/30/93 memo, but the supporting data 
and/or analysis available in the 7/30/93 memo was much less quantitative than what subsequently 
became available.



outcome of the analysis. Taken individually, I would agree that some of these 
concerns would not have a large effect, but it does not necessarily follow that the 
potential impact of all these issues taken together is insignificant. One of my 
criticisms of the Issue Resolution methodology is that it generally provides no 
means of allowing for phenomenological uncertainty in containment loads 
modeling other than either making conservative assumptions (claimed to be 
"bounding") concerning the uncertainty or else asserting that the uncertainty is 
negligible and therefore ignoring it completely. The only exception would be 
issues included in the Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) process, and no 
containment loads modeling uncertainties were so included other than 
uncertainty in the coherence ratio. See Section 8 of Ref. I for a more detailed 
discussion of this issue, including a comparison with other methodologies (e.g., 
methodologies used in the NUREG-1 150 study) that do not suffer from this 
deficiency.  

3. The first 29 responses refer to points raised in Ref. 1 and, of these, the first 23 
appear to be based upon the Executive Summary rather than the more detailed 
discussion and extensive supporting information given in the main body of the 
report. The final version of the responses provided with Mr. Thadani's letter 
dated 2/2/99 do not cite specific passages in Ref. 1 for which the responses 
apply; however, a preliminary version of the responses provided to me in May of 
1998 does include citations of specific pages and these refer to only the 
Executive Summary for the first 23 responses. The wording of the issues is 
essentially identical in the preliminary and the final versions of the responses, 
and it therefore seems fair to assume that the page citations given in the 
preliminary version also apply to the final version. In any event, some of the 
responses appear to misunderstand the point of the concern raised in Ref. 1 and 
none acknowledge the detailed supporting information given in the main text and 
Appendices of Ref. 1; indeed, these responses seem rather superficial generally.  
This would be understandable if the responses are based upon the abbreviated 
presentation in the Executive Summary only.  

4. Some of the responses refer to other work that, it is claimed, supports the 
response and/or the treatment given in the DCH Issue Resolution work.  
Unfortunately, specific references are usually not given for this other work, which 
makes it difficult to judge to what degree these responses are valid.  

5. Responses to several points that involve the CONTAIN code are more or less 
derogatory towards CONTAIN. The NRC has spent very substantial sums (over 
$1,000,000) developing and validating the CONTAIN code's capabilities for DCH 
analysis, and it is by far the most sophisticated and detailed tool the NRC 
possesses for analyzing DCH. Furthermore, concurrently with the DCH Issue 
Resolution effort, the NRC expended very substantial resources to conduct a 
detailed formal peer review of the CONTAIN code, including DCH modeling, with 
generally favorable findings. In contrast, the Two-Cell Equilibrium (TCE) model 
used in DCH Issue Resolution is far more simplistic; it includes no physics not



included (usually at a more sophisticated level) in CONTAIN while CONTAIN 
includes models for many phenomena ignored byTCE. Furthermore, CONTAIN 
includes many features and options useful in assessing uncertainties in its 
calculations, while TCE includes very little capability for assessing the impact of 
uncertainties in its containment load modeling (certain TCE inputs may be 
varied, most of which have to do with DCH initial conditions, but there is little 
capability for assessing uncertainties in the loads modeling itself).  

It is therefore regrettable and counterproductive to the cause of nuclear safety 
for the NRC to denigrate what is clearly its best analytical tool for DCH in order to 
defend the model used in DCH Issue Resolution. Indeed, if TCE were truly 
adequate for the purposes to which it has been applied in Issue Resolution, it 
should have been possible for the NRC to provide a straight-forward technical 
explanation for the conflicts between the results of CONTAIN analyses and TCE 
modeling assumptions that were discussed in Ref.1. Instead, the NRC simply 
chose to talk down CONTAIN and to argue that conflicts with CONTAIN don't 
need to be explained. This suggests that the conflicts cant be explained, except 
by admitting TCE has considerably more serious limitations than any 
acknowledged in the DCH Issue Resolution documentation.  

6. To sum up, I found the responses to the technical issues raised in Ref. 1 to be 
surprisingly superficial. In a number of instances, the points raised were either 
misunderstood or ignored with the "response' making points that were irrelevant 
or, in some instances, demonstrably incorrect. In most cases, the detailed 
evidence provided in Ref. 1 was simply ignored, with no effort made either to 
explain how this evidence had been misinterpreted in Ref. 1 or to show how the 
facts cited actually are consistent with the modeling assumptions and 
approximations used in the DCH Issue Resolution effort. The emphasis seems 
to be on generating defenses (perhaps in consultation with certain of the Issue 
Resolution principal investigators) of the predetermined position already adopted 
that DCH Issue Resolution is incontrovertible, rather than actually performing a 
careful independent evaluation of the issues raised in Ref. 1.  

7. In contrast with their dismissal of the technical issues, the NRC responses do 
acknowledge that there were significant deficiencies in the manner that technical 
concerns raised by myself and other Laboratory staff were handled. While this 
acknowledgment is less complete than I would desire, this point may be moot if 
the NRC faithfully follows through with the policies it is putting into effect to 
prevent recurrence of similar problems in the future, as outlined in Mr. Ashok 
Thadani's letter of February 2, 1999.  

Comments on Specific Responses Given by Wayne Hodges 

In what follows, the issues are numbered as in Mr. Hodges' responses. The detailed 
responses provided by Mr. Hodges are in the form of a table which listed the specific



issue, the conclusion of the NRC review (e.g., 'closed", 'confirmed', etc.), and an 
explanatory comment or justification given for the conclusion. In what follows, I repeat 
Mr. Hodges responses without change, except the presentation is not in tabular form.  
For each item, the issue as identified by Mr. Hodges is first given enclosed in quotes, 
and includes (in parentheses) the page of Ref. 1 to which the response applies for 
those cases in which the response is to an issue raised in Ref. 1. These page citations 
are taken from the preliminary version of the responses as noted above (GC3); as 
noted previously, the first 23 responses (which cover the bulk of the technical issues 
raised in Ref. 1) were apparently based upon considering the Executive Summary of 
Ref. 1 only. Issues without page number citations refer to issues raised in the 
supplementary information sent to the NRC noted in the Introduction. The NRC 
conclusion or 'status' is then given in square brackets, [ ]. The NRC comment or 
justification follows. Finally, my comment or rebuttal follows in italics. Where 
appropriate, these refer back to the general comments given above; e.g., a reference to 
"GC1 " refers to the first of the general comments.  

1. 'Peer Review process vitiated by serious irregularities in how process carried out 
by NRC" (p. viii). [Closed.] Integrity and expertise of peer reviewers are above 
challenge.  

Response is irrelevant; as was explicitly emphasized in Ref. 1, there was never 
any intent to challenge the integrity and expertise of the peer reviewers. Instead, 
the irregularities involve the inappropriate manipulation of the process in various 
ways; e.g., by excluding strong critics of the Issue Resolution process and 
withholding information they wished to present to the peer review (see GC1).  

2. "Information could have been made available to reviewers before NUREG/CR
6075 completed - Williams denied opportunity' (p. viii). [Closed.] INEL and SNL 
concerns (7/30/93 memo) were given to reviewers by the NRC and reviewers 
commented on them. Reviewers initially expressed many of same concerns.  
Issues on initial conditions resolved and documented in Supplement 1 to 
NUREG/CR-6075. Dr. Williams was denied the opportunity to present his case 
to the peer review working groups in May, 1994; that was a Sandia management 
decision based on a conclusion that the peer reviewers had already heard Dr.  
Williams' views.  

Response largely invalid for reasons explained in GC1.  

3. "NRC withheld permission to publish DCH assessment report, as a NUREG, 
because it conflicts with DCH issue resolution model assumptions' (p. viii).  
[Partially Confirmed.) Two journal articles with the essence of his issues were 
published with NRC approval. Part of NRC's basis for not publishing was lack of 
justification of differences between the CONTAIN model and the DCH issue 
resolution model. The remaining stated NRC basis was weak. However, the 
CONTAIN DCH models had major deficiencies and publication would need to



acknowledge the problems with CONTAIN.

The report alluded to is Ref. 2. As noted in Bullet 4 of the response to Mr.  
Thadani's 2/2/99 letter, publishing this report as a NUREG was never proposed; 
only publication as a SAND report, for which requirements are normally quite 
different, was involved. The report gave extensive justification of the modeling 
assumptions used and extensive discussion acknowledging and assessing "the 
problems with CONTAIN'"; the NRC has given no reasons as to why these 
discussions in the report are inadequate or how they could and should have 
been improved. The modeling responsible for the disagreement between 
CONTAIN analysis results and the DCH Issue Resolution model assumptions 
involve relatively straight-forward heat transfer and hydrogen combustion 
phenomena (see Section 3.2 of Ref. 1); although the phenomenological 
explanations offered for this disagreement are much less well established, the 
fact that there is disagreement does not depend upon these more uncertain 
phenomena. There clearly is a need to justify this disagreement between the 
NRC's most sophisticated DCH analysis tool and the simple model if the latter is 
to be used for resolving a major safety issue such as DCH.  

As for journal articles, none describing this work were published. The CONTAIN 
analyses of the DCH experiments were summarized in a presentation at the 
American Nuclear Society (ANS) Winter Meeting, with a short summary 
appearing in the ANS Transactions and a somewhat longer summary appearing 
in the Twelfth Proceedings of Nuclear Thermal Hydraulics from this meeting.  
These papers necessarily omitted much of the supporting data from the report, 
and neither the papers nor the report included any comparison with the Issue 
Resolution modeling or reference to the disagreement with that modeling.  

4. "RES and Sandia management were resistant to idea that there are important 
limitations to DCH resolution work that have not been adequately acknowledged 
or assessed" (p. viii). [Closed.] Issues were pursued until all external peer 
reviewers convinced that conclusions were well supported (completely 
satisfactory answers were not provided to all reviewer issues). External peer 
reviewers were best in the field (e.g., Joseph Shepherd of Cal Tech, Fred Moody 
of GE) but internal peer review concerns weren't all explicitly addressed. Some 
of the correspondence and interviews with others supports Dr. Williams' view.  
Final resolution approach mooted these issues by conducting a number of 
additional tests and analyses as reported in Supplement 1 to NUREG/CR-6075.  

Once again, there has never been any desire to impugn the expertise of the 
external peer reviewers. I believe this response overstates the degree of 
concurrence of some of the external peer reviewers; unfortunately this belief is 
difficult in document because it depends in part upon hearsay and/or information 
given to me in confidence. A review of the comments in NUREG/CR 
Supplement I shows that significant residual concerns remained and/or 
acceptance partially depended upon certain additional studies being undertaken



that, in reality, were never performed. However, I would acknowledge that the 
NRC and Sandia treated the external peer reviewers' concerns with respect and 
went to considerable lengths to satisfy them; I did not mean to imply otherwise.  
It is the concerns of the internal reviewers which were dismissed or ignored 
without even giving a rebuttal. It is simply false to claim that "the final resolution 
approach mooted these issues," as the refinements introduced in Supplement 1 
of NUREG/CR-6075 did not address many of the containment loads modeling 
issues raised and these refinements were fully taken into account in the critique 
given in Ref. 1. Supplement I did provide an improved hydrogen combustion 
model but did not address most other loads modeling issues (it concentrated on 
DCH initial conditions). In particular, Supplement 1 made no mention of the 
conflict between the CONTAIN analyses and the Issue Resolution modeling 
assumptions; still less did it provide anything to resolve or "moot' these conflicts.  
See also GC1 in this context.  

5. "Initial conditions assume melt composition will be highly oxidic - mild compared 
with previous work' (p. x). [Closed.] Initial conditions were questioned by most 
peer reviewers. Additional work, reported in NUREG/CR-6075, Supplement 1 
addressed initial conditions concerns. SCDAP/RELAP analyses support initial 
conditions.  

This response is largely valid, as far as it goes. However, it remains true that 
uncertainties in the in-vessel core melt progression are large. For example, the 
SCDAP/RELAP Peer Review noted large uncertainties in the analysis of the later 
stages of the core melt progression, and these uncertainties result in 
considerable uncertainty in the initial conditions including the melt composition.  
Note that initial condition uncertainties were not the principal focus of Ref. 1; they 
were mentioned only to note that it would be unwise to dismiss all containment 
modeling deficiencies, no matter how great, as being moot on the grounds that 
the initial conditions assumed in the DCH Issue Resolution study were 
sufficiently mild that any credible model would predict little threat to most or all 
PWR large dry containments.  

6. "CONTAIN analyses indicate mitigation processes neglected by TCE are 
important in many cases. Agreement between TCE and containment pressure 
rise data implies model neglects processes which augment DCH energy release" 
(p. xi). [Closed.] Peer reviewers agreed method used captures most important 
physics (Coherence ratio term seems to do much of this). TCE has simplifying 
assumptions which lead to bounding analyses. CONTAIN has many "dials" 
which aid in sensitivity studies but which can obfuscate physics.  

As noted in GC1, the peer reviewers never had the opportunity to consider the 
implications of the CONTAIN analyses of the DCH experiments. The mitigation 
phenomena of interest that CONTAIN showed to be important are atmosphere
structure heat transfer and incomplete combustion of DCH-produced hydrogen, 
not the coherence effect (CONTAIN does, of course, also include this effect).



TCE is at best "bounding" for the limited phenomena it considers; the many 
potentially significant phenomena ft omits are in effect equated to zero. As for 
CONTAIN's so-called "dials', these can be used to explore the potential impact 
of uncertainties in the various phenomena affecting DCH. This use would seem 
to elucidate the physics, not "obfuscate" the physics (see GC5).  

7. 'Trivial models predict DP data [i.e., containment pressure rise due to DCH] as 
well as TCE. Hence matching data not sufficient for adequacy" (p. xi). [Closed.] 
TCE model shows reasonable agreement with CONTAIN analyses in addition to 
data. Although, in some cases, TCE is less conservative than CONTAIN, both 
models use assumptions which should over-predict containment pressure.  

The point raised here, that trivial and demonstrably inadequate models can 
reproduce the data (see Section 4.1 of Ref. I for details), is not really addressed 
by the response. Comparisons between CONTAIN and TCE presented were 
very limited (e.g., Peer Review requests for TCE/CONTAIN comparisons for the 
Zion plant were never honored) and reflected the cancellation of opposing 
effects. The claim that CONTAIN should overpredict containment pressure is 
unsupported and probably insupportable, unless one imposes consistently 
conservative assumptions with respect to the phenomenological uncertainties; as 
fcr TCE, it makes quite conservative assumptions concerning some DCH 
phenomena while it makes very nonconservative assumptions concerning other 
phenomena (e.g., it completely neglects some of them), and some of these 
phenomena could augment DCH loads. It is therefore difficult to defend any 
general assertion as to whether it is conservative or nonconservative.  

8. "Predicting hydrogen production important. TCE correlates poorly with hydrogen 
production data' (p. xii). [Closed.] SCDAP/RELAP analyses show nearly all 
hydrogen produced prior to lower head failure. Studies reported in NUREG 
supplement support TCE analyses.  

This response is completely erroneous and/or completely irrelevant, apparently 
because the point was misunderstood: the comparison between TCE and the 
hydrogen production data refers to the experimental results for DCH-produced 
hydrogen, not the plant analyses (we have no data for hydrogen production in 
actual plant DCH events!) SCDAP/RELAP was never applied to calculate 
hydrogen production prior to melt generator failure in the experiments nor could it 
be, since it does not model thermite reactions and related chemistry. However, 
in the experiments, the small free volume of the melt generator implies that at 
most only a small fraction of the DCH-produced hydrogen inferred from the 
experimental results could have been produced in the generator prior to melt 
expulsion; the great majority must have been produced in the course of the DCH 
event. The misunderstanding evident in this response probably reflects the fact 
that it is only responding to the brief statement of the issue given in the 
Executive Summary of Ref. 1 (see GC3). The much more extensive evidence on 
this issue given in Section 4.2 and Appendix A of Ref. 1 was not considered in



this response or in any of the other responses to Ref. 1. Supplement I did not 
include any refinements to the model for hydrogen production during a DCH 
event, or even any significant discussion of the subject (other than in peer review 
comments to NUREG/CR-6075 appearing in Appendix A of the Supplement).  

9. "DCH resolution did not make full use of hydrogen production data, (p. xii).  
[Closed.] See comment above.  

See comment above.  

10. 'Uncertainties in extrapolating TCE to NPP not adequately addressed' (p. 10.).  
[Closed.] Uncertainties are large but covered by bounding assumptions or 
analyses. They were explored by the peer reviewers and addressed adequately 
in Supplement I and subsequent NUREGs.  

Response again apparently only considered the simple statement given without 
elaboration in the Executive Summary of Ref. 1 (see GC3). Uncertainties 
alluded to here are those summarized in Section 4.3 of Ref. 1. These questions 
were either not addressed by the Peer Review or only partially addressed; e.g., 
without benefit of the information in Ref. 1 that became available after the 
7,/30/93 memo was prepared (see GC1). See also the rebuttal on Issue 7 
concerning "bounding assumptions" in TCE.  

11. "Inconsistencies in how coherence estimated. Optimistic' (pxii). [Closed.] 
Concern reviewed by peer review panel. Correlation found to be adequate.  
Sensitivity studies with TCE and CONTAIN do not show large sensitivities.  

Peer review panel did indeed consider this issue, but they did not have available 
the detailed evidence presented in Section 5.2 and Appendix B of Ref. 1; the 
present response does not acknowledge any of this information. Only very 
limited TCE sensitivity studies involving coherence have been presented and did 
not include cases for which large sensitivity might have been expected. It is true 
that CONTAIN does not show high sensitivity as is noted in Ref. 1, Section 5.1.  
However, this misses the point: it is the DCH Issue Resolution documentation, 
not Ref. 1, that claims limited coherence is a 'crucial mitigating factor", and the 
present response is arguing the reverse. Furthermore, this response contradicts 
the response to Issue 6 in which it is claimed that TCE "captures most important 
physics" and "Coherence ratio term seems to do much of this'; (Note: Ref. 1 did 
not claim the coherence values assumed were necessarily optimistic, only that 
uncertainties in the coherence were substantially underestimated.) 

12. 'Scale effects on coherence masked' (p. xii). [Closed.] The peer reviewers for 
the experimental program concluded that the experimental scale was large 
enough to minimize scale distortion.  

Response does not address experimental results on coherence summarized in

* .€



Section 5.2 and Appendix B of Reference 1; much of this information was not 
available to the peer reviewers.  

13. 'Typographical error basis for volumetric combustion of hydrogen' (p. xiii).  
[Closed.] Working group of peer reviewers concluded that mixing processes, not 
volumetric combustion, were rate limiting.  

Mixing rates certainly can be an important factor potentially limiting combustion 
rates for the pre-existing hydrogen, but it is not accurate to claim that there was a 
blanket conclusion that mixing rates would always be limiting. If actual 
volumetric oxidation rates are orders of magnitude greater than what was 
assumed, this process might add to the combustion rates based upon mixing 
alone, for pre-existing hydrogen. (See Section 6.1 of Ref. I for more details.) 

14. "Containment pressure rises if energy input exceeds total loss, contrary to 
assumptions" (p. xiii). [Closed.] True statement. However, as shown in Table 
E.7 of NUREG/CR-6075, Supplement 1, the heat transfer rate for the 
deflagration is much faster than heat transfer to the structures. Also, heat 
transfer to structures has been neglected in processes up to this time. Therefore 
the analysis is still bounding.  

Heat transfer was neglected for those processes which were considered, with 
certain exceptions. However, in deciding whether a specific process needed to 
be considered, the process energy release rate was compared with the 
containment energy loss rate and the process was neglected If its individual 
energy generation rate did not exceed the total loss rate, which is 
nonconservative. (Note: this deficiency in itself may not be a large one; 
however, like the deficiency considered in Issue 13 above, it is one of many 
effects neglected in TCE that, taken together, could prove significant, as noted in 
GC2.) 

15. "Neglect of multiple ignition points is nonconservative" (p. xiii). [Closed.] The 
data base included multiple ignition sources as well as single sources. Also, the 
cavity acts as a single flame source for the containment.  

The context here was the correlation used in the Issue Resolution model for the 
flame speed of a deflagration. In this context, the first sentence of the response 
is not correct: these correlations are based upon experiments with a single 
ignition source. As for the second sentence, its significance is unclear: while one 
might argue that the cavity constitutes "an ignition source", it would be absurd to 
argue that there are no others; Le., hundreds or thousands of kilograms of white
hot debris particles flying through the containment obviously provide myriads of 
"ignition sources'. Of course, the DCH experiments themselves did involve 
multiple ignition sources; however, these were not the source of the correlations 
used and the hydrogen concentrations used in the experiments were kept below 
the applicable flammability limits for propagating deflagrations. In contrast,



hydrogen concentrations are considerably higher in many of the plant scenarios; 
see Section 6.2 of Ref. I for the detailed analysis.  

16. 'Dubious assumption that stratification prevents combustion of preexisting 
hydrogen* (p. xiii). [Closed.] The data clearly show stratification and grab 
samples show hydrogen and oxygen depleted high in the upper dome compared 
to lower in containment atmosphere. The experiments also show that not all 
hydrogen burned although burning continued beyond the time of peak pressure.  
Therefore, there is incomplete combustion of the preexisting hydrogen.  

Largely true, at least for the Surry geometry experiments (stratification was not 
apparent in the Zion-geometry experiments except for the SNL/IET-7 
experiment). However, the issue is not whether all the preexisting hydrogen 
burned on DCH time scales, but whether any of itburned. The model assumes 
none bumed (other than a relatively small amount entrained into the burning 
plume of DCH-produced hydrogen). Results discussed in Section 6.1.4 of Ref. 1 
show that incomplete combustion may well have occurred in some of the 
experiments, and even incomplete combustion could contribute significantly to 
containment pressurization. Once again, the simplified methodology used in 
DCH Issue Resolution is forced to make either a bounding conservative 
assumption concerning a possible contributor to DCH loads or else assert it is 
zero; in this case it is set equal to zero (see GC2).  

17. 'Model comparison with lET experiments assumes hydrogen did not bum on 
DCH time scale in Surry lET test" (p xiii). [Confirmed and closed.] This 
statement is true. It is also consistent with observations. However, for reasons 
discussed above it does not alter the conclusions of the resolution.  

This response appears to miss the point (probably because it considered only 
the Executive Summary) made in Ref. 1 (p. 46), which was only that the DCH 
issue documentation argued preexisting hydrogen did not bum in the Surry 
experiments because TCE overpredicted DCH pressures if it was assumed that 
the hydrogen did bum. Obviously, this argument is doubtful if, as is argued here, 
TCE is not a fully reliable predictor of DCH loads. See also the rebuttal on Issue 
16 above.  

18. "Didn't consider that lET tests nonconservative for pre-existing hydrogen' (p. xiii).  
[Confirmed and closed.] lET tests generally used less than 4% preexisting 
hydrogen. IET-12 used 5.66% hydrogen. If all zirconium in the core oxidized, 
approximately 7.6% hydrogen would result and essentially all unburned 
hydrogen would be in the containment. The amount burned would be scenario 
dependent and range from none to 60% of the hydrogen produced. Thus, the 
preexisting hydrogen in the tests appears to be low. However, thermite produces 
more hydrogen than the oxidic fuels would; thus total hydrogen in the tests 
exceeds hydrogen expected to be available in the accident. Therefore, the 
effects of hydrogen are bounded.



Test IET-12 behaved anomalously in several respects and has not been used for 
model validation in either DCH Issue Resolution or the CONTAIN DCH 
Assessment study. The response states that 7.6% hydrogen would result from 
complete oxidation of all the zirconium. Actually, this number applies specifically 
to Zion and, by focussing on Zion, the response greatly understates the degree 
of nonconservatism involved: in the Surry lET experiments (other than JET-12) 
hydrogen concentrations corresponded to only 14-18% zirconium oxidation 
(Section 6.2.2 of Ref. 1). Indeed, of all the Westinghouse large-dry 
containments, Zion has the lowest hydrogen concentration for a given degree of 
zirconium oxidation; hydrogen concentrations would be up to 60% higher in other 
large dry containments and 100% or more higher for the subatmospheric 
containments. The fact that thermite produces more hydrogen than oxidic 
reactor melts durin DCH does not control the behavior of the preexistincj 
hydrogen; the latter is sensitive to the initial concentrations of hydrogen in the 
containment and, given appropriate hydrogen and steam concentrations, the 
preexisting hydrogen could bum vigorously even if hydrogen production during 
DCH was limited. Hence the claim that "the effects of hydrogen are bounded" is 
incorrect.  

19. 'Nonconservative approximations in TCE: definition of subcompartment 
volumes, constant v versus constant p heat capacities, temperature independent 
heat capacities' (p. xiv). [Closed.] Neglect of subcompartments which have no 
interaction with debris is reasonable. The statement as it pertains to constant 
heat capacities is technically correct but the effect should be second order. Peer 
reviewers had no problem with this modeling.  

Based upon debris transport data in Table 4.11 of the Surry experimental report 
(NUREG/CR-6152), 60% or more of the debris is de-entrained in the 
subcompartments involved in the inconsistency of concern here. (See p. 56 in 
Section 7.1 of Ref. 1.) It is therefore extremely difficult to understand the NRC 
response that the debris had "no interaction" in these subcompartments. The 
effects involving heat capacities may not be large in themselves, but they 
contribute to the substantial number of nonconservatisms and uncertainties in 
the model whose cumulative effect may be substantial (see GC2). The response 
neglects the fact that a CONTAIN calculation for the Surry plant was run (Study 
9, Scenario V, in Table G.4 of NUREG/CR-6109) in which only physical 
processes included in TCE were included in the CONTAIN calculation, but 
without the approximations and inconsistencies of TCE flagged in this issue.  
Results should have agreed well with TCE but the CONTAIN calculation actually 
yielded a AP value 60% higher, implying that the total effect of these deficiencies 
in TCE is hardly negligible. See pp 54-55 in Section 7.1 of Ref. I for additional 
discussion.  

20. "TCE doesn't model plant specific differences well, use larger uncertainty" (p.  
xiv). [Closed.] The CSAU methodology was used to scale the Surry and Zion



experiments. The peer reviewers for the experimental program concluded that 
the experimental scale was large enough to minimize scale distortion. In 
application to other plants, plant-specific geometry is considered.  

Scaling was not the issue here and the first two sentences in the response are 
irrelevant. Though some plant-specific parameters were considered in the 
application of TCE to other plants, there are inevitably many potentially 
significant parameters that are not accounted for in TCE and the key question is 
whether the resulting uncertainties have been adequately allowed for. The 
response ignores the fact that this issue was based upon the observation that 
TCE overpredicts AP in the Surry geometry experiments by about 45% relative 
to the Zion-geometry experiments [i.e, the ratio (predicted.AlP/experimentalAdP) 
was about 45% higher for Surry than for ZionJ, which implies that the plant
specific parameters that TCE does take into account are insufficient to account 
for plant-specific differences very well (see Section 7.2 of Ref. 1 for details).  
Hence considerable additional uncertainty should be allowed for in applying the 
model to other plants.  

21. "Margin using CCFP <01 not adequate" (p. xiv). [Closed.] This was a valid 
concern for initial NUREG/CR-6075 report. Additional work has mooted this 
point.  

No reference for the "additional work" is given, but nothing in the DCH Issue 
Resolution reports has "mooted" this point. The issue in question here is that, 
although the CCFP <01 screening criteron may have some justification for Zion 
and Surry, it provides much less protection for many of the plants considered in 
NUREG/CR-6338 for reasons discussed in Section 7.3 of Ref. 1. This issue was 
never even acknowledged in any of the reports.  

22. "Assumes Iron and FeO form an ideal solution but they are almost immisciblem 
(p. xiv). [Closed.] Although there may be some validity to the comment, the 
process is controlled by steam availability. There is no shortage of iron available 
for reaction.  

This response is simply wrong: for the highly oxidic melts assumed in DCH Issue 
Resolution, steam is in substantial excess and the metallic reactants (Fe, Zr, Cr) 
are limiting. It is true that, at least in the TCE model, steam may be the limiting 
reactant in the DCH experiments, but this only compounds the problem: TCE 
was tuned to agree with experiments in which steam supplies were limiting but 
was then applied to plant scenarios in which the supply of metal is limiting.  

23. 'Neglect of hydrogen from stainless steel insulation ablation' (p. xiv). [Confirmed 
and Closed.] As documented in NUREG/CR-6075, Supplement 1, the DCH 
resolution analyses used a much larger metallic mass than predicted by 
SCDAP/RELAP5. This should offset neglect of hydrogen from ablation of 
insulation.



Again, this response appears to be incorrect, even if one ignores questions 
concerning the extent to which SCDAP/RELAP5 predictions of melt composition 
should be trusted. Table 3.6 of NUREG/CR-6075, Supplement 1, indicates that 
the upper limit (i.e., -99th percentile of the distribution) for the steel content of 
the Zion melt was taken to be 4.4 metric tonnes (M7) for Scenario V1, with a 
smaller amount (2.3 MT) assumed as upper limit for Scenario V. The 
SCDAP/RELAP5 results tabulated range from 4.8 to 8.2 MT, with the higher 
figure applying to "Case 2", which was judged to be the most probable case. It is 
true that more Zr was allowed for in the melt in the DCH resolution assumptions 
(upper limit of 2 MT for Scenario VI, 1.5 MT for Scenario V) than implied by 
SCDAP/RELAP5 (0 to 0.5 MT, with 0.5 MT applying to Case 2). However, the 
increase to 2 MT was included to allow for the likelihood that the uranium oxide 
would become substoichiometric and thus capable of reacting with steam to 
produce hydrogen, and for the formation of U-Zr-O eutectics, which could also 
react with steam to produce hydrogen. It did not make any allowance for 
hydrogen generation by the stainless steel insulation. Hence the claim that "the 
DCH resolution analyses used a much larger metallic mass than predicted by 
SCDAP/RELAP5" is simply not true, and the claim that the larger metallic mass 
"should more than offset neglect of hydrogen from ablation of insulation' is 
clearly insupportable.  

24. "Because SAND94-1174 does present results that conflict with basic modeling 
assumptions of TCE and CLCH, publication of this report has not been 
authorized by the NRC and/or SNL Management' (p. 4). [Confirmed that model 
assumptions given as basis.] The letter from the NRC stating that the report 
should not be published used the phrase "... we find that the description of the 
models and indeed the underlying model assumptions are at variance with other 
approaches without sufficient justification or clarification.' Although the NRC 
gave permission to publish the results in two different journals, publication as a 
NUREG was denied.  

Summaries of the results were presented at the 1995 ANS Winter Meeting and 
published in Proceedings from this conference, but were never published in 
journals; publication as NUREG was never sought. See rebuttal to the response 
to Issue 4 above and Bullet 4 of the response to Ashok Thadani's letter.  

25. 'Initial conditions reviewed by a working group which included a selected subset 
of 6 out of original 13 reviewers of NUREG/CR-6075. Initial conditions were 
redefined in that meeting" (p. number not given, but passage cited appears on p.  
5 of Ref. 1.). [Confirmed and closed.] Initial conditions working group comprised 
of 6 experts with international reputation and high integrity. They challenged 
initial conditions, and additional CONTAIN and SCDAP/RELAP analyses were 
performed to bound initial conditions. Results reported in supplement 1 to 
NUREG/CR-6075.



As always, no challenge to the "reputation* or "integrity' of the 6 experts was 
made or intended, and there is no disagreement with the response as stated.  
However, the point being made in Ref. 1 was that the Supplement and 
subsequent DCH resolution documents were only reviewed by the group that 
participated in defining the initial conditions; hence an independent review of the 
initial conditions is not available. This point was not acknowledged in either the 
NRC's statement of the issue or the response.  

26. "Assumption of compartmentalization may not apply to some plants' (p. 8).  
[Closed.] True, but resolution for plants other than Zion considers the various 
geometries and treats them separately.  

Statement cited was simply offered as part of the description of the plants 
considered. It was not intended to raise an issue, although questions always 
remain as to whether the consideration of different geometries was adequate 
(see rebuttal for Issue 20).  

27. *Calculations of depressurization before vessel breach dependent upon code 
capability. Questioned by ACRS" (p. 7). [Partially Confirmed and Closed.] 
Although one ACRS member questioned SCDAP/RELAP for this purpose, the 
same ACRS member stated that SCDAP/RELAP was more sophisticated than 
required. SCDAP/RELAP was also considered independently from DCH 
resolution process by a peer review panel and was found acceptable for this kind 
of calculation.  

This point was only mentioned in passing as one of several arguments as to why 
DCH loads modeling issues should not be dismissed as moot simply because 
current estimates of initial conditions are mild, since substantial uncertainties 
remain in modeling in-core melt progression and related issues, including natural 
circulation.  

28. "May be additional sources of preexisting and DCH hydrogen due to reaction 
between U02 and steam/water" (p. 7). [Closed.] SCDAP/RELAP analyses, 
reported in supplement, show most of hydrogen generated/released prior to 
lower head failure.  

Response appears to be irrelevant. Question raised concerned quantity, not 
timing, of preexisting hydrogen released prior to vessel breach, and 
SCDAP/RELAP does not model DCH and is not relevant to questions related to 
DCH-produced hydrogen.  

29. 'DCH loads cannot be understood in terms of the interactions of debris with the 
coherent portion of the blowdown alone' (p. 29). [Closed.] DCH resolution does 
not rely on this alone.  

True as stated, but, for compartmentalized geometries, this interaction (including

tQ



the combustion of hydrogen produced) is by far the dominant contributor to DCH 
loads in the TCE model. The statement in Ref. 1 cited here is taken out of 
context; the full context makes it clear that all processes considered by TCE 
were taken into account in arriving at the conclusion that these processes do not 
provide an adequate understanding of DCH loads.


